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“Mark Dever introduces us to a Christian who was a faithful friend to many in his day and whose writings have instilled spiritual comfort in many more in succeeding generations, including the great preacher Martyn Lloyd-Jones. Richard Sibbes soaked strong theology in sweet love for Christ and tender mercy to broken-hearted sinners, making him a stellar example of Reformed experiential Christianity. In an age of division and discord, Sibbes strove for unity while seeking spiritual renewal in the Church of England. Dever’s thorough historical research illuminates the life of this moderate Puritan, of whom it was said, ‘Heaven was in him before he was in heaven.’”

—Dr. Joel R. Beeke
President and Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics
Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

“Richard Sibbes, once called ‘the sweet dipper of grace,’ is an important, but sadly neglected Puritan writer. Mark Dever’s fine book helpfully puts Sibbes into context and the vitality of his theology for his day and for ours.”

—Dr. W. Robert Godfrey
President Emeritus and Professor Emeritus of Church History
Westminster Seminary California, Escondido, Calif.
“Dr. Martyn Lloyd-Jones once called Richard Sibbes ‘an unfailing remedy’ for the troubled of soul. Sibbes was, he wrote, ‘balm to my soul at a period in my life when I was overworked and badly overtired, and therefore subject in an unusual manner to the onslaughts of the devil.’ And that has been my own experience of ‘the heavenly Doctor Sibbes: his heart-melting sermons seem, without fail, to draw my affections to Christ. I am delighted, then, to see this helpful and accessible introduction to Sibbes. May God use it to put many more in the way of Sibbes’ rich and affecting ministry.”

—Dr. Michael Reeves
President and Professor of Theology
Union School of Theology, Oxford, England
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Followers Worthy to Be Followed

Down through the centuries, God has raised up a long line of godly men whom He has mightily used at strategic moments in church history. These valiant individuals have come from all walks of life, from the ivy-covered halls of elite schools to the dusty back rooms of tradesmen’s shops. They have arisen from all points of this world, from highly visible venues in densely populated cities to obscure hamlets in remote locations. Yet despite these diverse differences, these pivotal figures have held in common those virtues that remain nonnegotiable.

Each man possessed an unwavering faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. But more than that, each of these stalwarts of the faith held deep convictions in the God-exalting truths known as the doctrines of grace. Though they differed in secondary matters of theology, they stood shoulder to shoulder in
embracing these biblical teachings that magnify the sovereign grace of God in salvation. These spiritual leaders stood upon and upheld the foundational truth that “salvation is of the Lord” (Ps. 3:8; Jonah 2:9).

Any survey of church history reveals that those who have embraced these biblical Reformed truths have been granted extraordinary confidence in their God. Far from paralyzing these spiritual giants, the doctrines of grace kindled within their hearts a reverential awe for God that humbled their souls before His throne. The truths of divine sovereignty emboldened these men to rise up and advance the cause of Christ on the earth. With an enlarged vision for the expansion of His kingdom upon the earth, they stepped forward boldly to accomplish the work of ten, even twenty men. They arose with wings like eagles and soared over their times. The doctrines of grace ignited them to serve God in their divinely appointed hour of history, leaving a godly inheritance for future generations.

This Long Line of Godly Men Profiles series highlights key figures in the age-long procession of these sovereign-grace men. The purpose of this series is to introduce you to these significant figures and explore how they used their God-given gifts and abilities to impact their times for the work of Christ. Because they were courageous followers of the Lord, their examples are worthy of our emulation today.

This volume focuses on the man who has been called “the
quintessential Puritan,” Richard Sibbes. Far from embodying the misguided stereotype of the dour Puritan, Sibbes was a man on fire with passion for the gospel. Whether he was standing before the common man or before the learned man of the academy, he preached it with conviction and power. An outstanding example of a preacher who married solid Reformed theology with heartfelt zeal, Sibbes sought to unfold for his hearers the whole counsel of God in order to ensure that they understood the gospel and its implications for their lives. This doctrinally sound yet practically relevant preaching can be seen in the way he emphasized assurance of salvation, the place of emotions in Christian living, and God’s covenant with man.

I want to thank the publishing team at Reformation Trust for their commitment to this Long Line of Godly Men Profiles series. I remain thankful for the ongoing influence of my former professor and revered friend, Dr. R.C. Sproul. I must also express my gratitude to Chris Larson, who is so instrumental in overseeing this series. Finally, I am grateful to Dr. Mark Dever for reworking his doctoral dissertation, Richard Sibbes: Puritanism and Calvinism in Late Elizabethan and Early Stuart England, in order to present this too-often-neglected figure to a new generation.

May the Lord use this book to energize and embolden a new generation of believers to bring its witness for Jesus Christ upon this world for God. Through this profile of Richard
Sibbes, may you be strengthened to walk in a manner worthy of your calling. May you be zealous in your study of the written Word of God for the exaltation of Christ and the advance of His kingdom.

*Soli Deo gloria!*

—Steven J. Lawson
Series editor
Other than Richard Sibbes and myself, four people have been essential to the creation of this book that you’re now holding. If you’ll spend just a couple of minutes with me reviewing this, I think you’ll better understand what this book is.

The first two people are senior scholars. William Nigel Kerr was the church history professor at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary in South Hamilton, Mass., who back in 1982 first suggested Richard Sibbes to me as a focus for my studies. Eamon Duffy was my supervisor in the Faculty of Divinity at the University of Cambridge, when I wrote the first edition of this book, as my dissertation (1988–92). To both men I owe a profound debt.

The third person is Michael Lawrence, a friend and colleague, who, at a turning-point in his own life, spent the
better part of a year editing my dissertation for publication by Mercer University Press under the substantial title *Richard Sibbes: Puritanism and Calvinism in Late Elizabethan and Early Stuart England* (2000). Michael has since gone on to pursue his own studies at Cambridge in Thomas Goodwin, and has since 2010 been the senior pastor of Hinson Memorial Baptist Church in Portland, Ore.

And the fourth person is Kevin D. Gardner. When the idea came up of Ligonier taking my soon-to-be out-of-print dissertation on Richard Sibbes and editing it down for a more popular readership in this Long Line of Godly Men series, Kevin was assigned the task. I think that he has performed it admirably. The more obscure particulars of interest only to academics have been omitted (and can still be found in my dissertation, or in the fuller version published by Mercer). The bones of my argument are still here in my own words. We’ve added a little bit to make it of more general interest.

Richard Sibbes was, and is, a powerful preacher. His sermons are theologically clear and often pastorally piercing. He is another who, by grace, is in that long line of godly men.

—Mark Dever
Washington, D.C.
October 2017
Someone described as “a rather bland, sweet-natured, mild-mannered, charming, learned and highly respected middle-aged gentleman” may not seem to be a promising prospect for study. Though disincentives and even difficulties may discourage investigation, Richard Sibbes is an inviting subject, historically and theologically. His theology epitomizes that of the early seventeenth century under the reigns of James VI and I and Charles I, and his history illustrates conflicts and consensus within the Church of England. Even the neglect he has endured encourages investigation.

Sibbes’ style of preaching—and his theology itself—were typical of the period. His sermons epitomized the practical emphasis that marked the English church at the time.

During his life, Sibbes was recognized as an eminent, practical preacher: in 1634, Samuel Hartlib referred to him as “one of the most experimental divines now living.” Rarely polemical, his preaching was distinguished by its peaceable tone, more concerned with comfort than controversy. In the preface to Sibbes’ The Glorious Feast of the Gospel, Arthur Jackson, James Nalton, and William Taylor wrote:

Alas! Christians have lost much of their communion with Christ and his saints—the heaven upon earth—whilst they have wofully disputed away and dispirited the life of religion . . . To recover therefore thy spiritual relish of savoury practical truths, these sermons of that excellent man of God, of precious memory, are published.

Later historians have realized Sibbes’ ability as a preacher. Yet if his ability and success were singular, his theology and aims were not.

---

2 Samuel Hartlib, Ephemeredes, Hartlib Mss., Sheffield University.
4 William Haller described Sibbes’ sermons as “among the most brilliant and popular of all the utterances of the Puritan church militant” (Haller, 152). Norman Pettit suggested that Sibbes had “the richest imagination of all. Indeed, Sibbes was unique among spiritual preachers, perhaps the most original of his time” (Norman Pettit, The Heart Prepared: Grace and Conversion in Puritan Spiritual Life [New Haven, Conn.: 1966], 66).
Even more than his style and expression, the essence of Sibbes’ theological thought was characteristic of his era, particularly in his use of the idea of covenant. Sibbes called the covenant the ground of the entirety of the Christian life “both in justification and sanctification.”5 This covenantal framework is often seen as the central difference between Calvin and his later English followers, and thus Sibbes provides a window into this uniquely English contribution. Because Sibbes’ theological style and substance can be said to be both typical of and unique to the period, it is unsurprising that Christopher Hill described Sibbes as “the quintessential Puritan.”6

Sibbes also invites study because his history illustrates agreements and conflicts within the English church at the time. His life was marked not so much by conflict and deprivation as by success in gaining positions and pulpits. From the age of ten, when he began to study at the King Edward VI Free School in Bury St. Edmunds, until his death at age 58 while preacher at Gray’s Inn, London, master of Katherine Hall at Cambridge University,7 and vicar of Holy Trinity Church, Cambridge, Sibbes was associated with well-known institutions. As such, his positions and situations act as a tour through history.

Despite his association with prominent institutions and

7 The position of “master” is roughly equivalent to the American “dean.” The college changed its name to St. Catherine’s College in 1860.
his posthumous reputation, Sibbes has largely been neglected. Few biographies or studies of his theology exist, except for a few unpublished dissertations, and he is more often cited than studied. He provides a model for exploring and investigating “moderate Puritans,” “Nonconformists,” and “Calvinists.” And he did not lead the life of muzzled exile that many of his contemporaries, and some friends, did. Therefore, one goal of this book is to unite the images of Sibbes’ life and thought, to illuminate both him and his times.

Although a study of Richard Sibbes may prove helpful, it is not easy. Questions out-distance evidence. Difficulties, even unusual ones, abound in the study of this public man: first, Sibbes never married, so there was no obvious family member to write a biography or to collect his papers, letters, or manuscripts. Various letters and manuscripts are divided between London, Oxford, and Cambridge, but no cache of papers either by or pertaining to Sibbes exists for the historical student.

Second, and unusual in the study of a public person, is the lack of a surviving funeral sermon for him. Such sermons are important sources for the historian, as they provide contemporary insight into the subject’s life. William Gouge preached Sibbes’ funeral sermon, but it was never published. A brief and unsatisfying contemporary memoir of Sibbes does exist, by Zachary Catlin, and another, even shorter, published by Samuel Clarke in *A Collection of the Lives of Ten English Divines* (1652).
THE QUINTESSENTIAL PURITAN

Besides these memoirs, the only extant sources are a few remaining letters by Sibbes; chance references in the writings of contemporaries; and the prefaces written by colleagues to his books, most of which were published posthumously. This last source points out another difficulty for the researcher—there is no record of when most of Sibbes’ sermons were preached, making it difficult to reconstruct any historical progression in his thought.

A profitable study of Sibbes is still possible, however. In the first part of this book, the life of Sibbes is examined in light of his changing context. By the end of the reign of Elizabeth I in 1603, the focus of many English preachers and scholars had shifted from the controversies of the 1570s to more pastoral, less contentious concerns. Not that controversies ceased, but the literature increasingly focused on personal devotion and piety, preparation for salvation, and assurance of salvation. History has taken this literature to be typical of the loose group usually referred to as the Puritans, of which Sibbes was an acknowledged master.

This book will follow Sibbes’ career and his writings, from the early years through the reign of King James and into the very different church being fashioned under King Charles I and William Laud, archbishop of Canterbury, when adherence or nonadherence to the use of the Book of Common Prayer became a primary issue (known as Conformity and Nonconformity). This book will follow Sibbes’ thought by examining his theology in context: Was it distinctly Reformed? mystical?
Nonconformist? Special concern will be given to understanding how Sibbes understood the concurrence of the actions of God and the actions of humanity. This is the area in which covenant falls—and in which both the theological uniqueness of Puritanism and the distinctiveness of Sibbes’ writings have usually been seen. His theology will be examined both in its most objective, Calvinistic expressions and its most “experimental,” typically Puritan expressions. Especially important is his emphasis on the affections, or emotions, in the life of the Christian, as well as his insistence on the possibility of the Christian’s being assured of his salvation and his exploration of the role of the conscience in the Christian life.

More generally, this book relates English Puritanism to its Reformed forefathers in a way that highlights the historical rather than the theological shifts. Therefore, Sibbes proves a useful study in the relation of Reformed theology and practice to the demands of early Stuart Conformity, and thereby in understanding the religious life of that period, when hopes for a thorough reformation were waning but had not yet mingled with desperation as fully as they would in the decade after Sibbes’ death.

In the end, Sibbes will be recognized not as a moderate Puritan, forced into Nonconformity by the growing extremism of the Anglican Church under Laud, but as a Conformist to his dying day, yet one who never ceased striving for the reformation of the church.
In the spring of 1559, a poor laborer of Pakenham, Suffolk, died, leaving behind a young wife, Elizabeth, and two sons, Paul and Robert, along with the small inheritance of a house, a little land, and a few pounds. Robert lived into his nineties, his widow Alice having no surviving children. The older son, Paul, became a wheelwright and moved to Tostock; there he married Joane, having six children who survived into adulthood.

Richard was the first of the children born to Paul and Joane Sibbes in 1577 and was baptized in the parish church on January 6, 1580. While Richard was still young, the Sibbes family moved two miles west to the town of Thurston. In his memoir of Sibbes, Zachary Catlin records that “they lived in honest repute, brought up, and married divers children, purchased some houses and lands, and there they both deceased.
His father was... a skilful and painful workman, and a good sound-hearted Christian." There young Sibbes grew up and began his education.

All of the other Sibbes children remained in the area throughout their lives: John took up his father's trade and house in Thurston; he and his wife had a son, three grandsons, and a great-grandson who followed Richard in studying at Katharine Hall, Cambridge. John died sometime between 1610 and 1635. Thomas moved to the nearby village of Rattlesden, and married Barabara; they had no surviving offspring. The occupations of the husbands of Richard's three sisters (Susann Lopham, Elizabeth King and Margaret Mason) are unknown. Of all his siblings, only Margaret and Thomas survived Richard.

Richard did not remain in Thurston. Nevertheless, even after being elected to a fellowship at Cambridge, he did not cease to be part of his family's life in Thurston. He was prohibited from marrying—a condition of a fellowship in a Cambridge college in the seventeenth century—which perhaps increased ties to his own family. Catlin records that Sibbes would either preach in the parish church or assist him in distributing communion "whenever he came down into

---
1 The Cambridge University Archives have three different manuscript copies of Zachary Catlin's "Memoir of Richard Sibbes" (Add. 48; Add. 103; Mm.1.49). It has been printed twice, once by J.E.B. Mayor in Antiquarian Communications: Being Papers Presented At the Meetings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society (1859), 1:255–64, and once by Grosart in The Works of Richard Sibbes (Edinburgh, Scotland: 1862), 1:xxxiv–cxl.
the Country, to visit his Mother and brethren”—which was frequently enough that, Catlin remarked, “wee soon grew wel acquainted.” Throughout his life, Sibbes held land in the village, eventually leaving it to his brother Thomas and his nephew John. Even after moving to London, Sibbes did not forget his familial responsibilities, offering to bring his mother there to live; she declined, preferring to remain in Thurston.

**EARLY EDUCATION**

Before his election to a Cambridge fellowship or appointment to a prominent pulpit in London, Richard’s parents intended that he settle in the Thurston area and become a wheelwright like his father. While he later found in the memories of his father’s work a rich store of illustrations, his own early inclination was to study and read. So Sibbes devoted his energies instead to the labors of the academy. Catlin records:

Testimony of Mr. Thomas Clark, High Constable, who was much of the same Age, and went to schole, together with him. . . . He hath often told me that when the Boies were dismist from Schole . . . it was

---


3 E.g., Sibbes’ image of conscience as “a wedge to drive out a hard piece of wood to be cut” (“Witness of Salvation” in *Works*, 7:375), or his presenting “a man out of Christ” as “a stone out of the foundation, set lightly by, and scattered up and down here and there” (“Yea and Amen; or, Precious Promises,” in *Works*, 4:123).
this Youth’s constant course, as soon as he could rid himself of their unpleasing company, to take out of his Pocket or Sachel, one Book or other, and so to goe reading and meditating, til he came to his Father’s house, which was neere a mile of, and so as he went to schole agen.⁴

For several years, Sibbes walked about a mile to and from the school at nearby Pakenham to be taught by Richard Briggs.⁵ This was almost certainly a “petty school,” an arrangement whereby a local vicar would instruct the children of his and perhaps nearby parishes in basic literacy.⁶

After attending Briggs’ school, perhaps as early as 1587, Sibbes walked to the Edward VI Free School at Bury St. Edmunds, more than four miles away. It is unclear how Sibbes came to be one of the students there; statute 45 in the school’s charter stated that “Poor mens children shall be received in the said school before other,” yet, whether this provision would have applied to Sibbes is uncertain.⁷ The educational process in the Free School was made up almost completely of

---

⁵ Briggs attended St. John’s, Cambridge, taking his M.A. in 1585; Pakenham was likely Briggs’ first position after leaving Cambridge. He went on to become master of the Norwich Grammar School in 1598, where he remained until his death in 1636.
⁶ Such schools were not institutionalized and left little documentary evidence of their existence, except for references to them in historical accounts, such as Catlin’s account of Sibbes. See Wrightson, 185; Barry Coward, The Stuart Age (London: Longman, 1980), 59.
⁷ See Wrightson, 189.
memorization and recitation of the Apostles’ Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer, the Ten Commandments in English and Latin. Through recitation they also learned Latin and Greek, reading works by Erasmus, Ovid, Cicero, Virgil, and others.\(^8\) The regulations went so far as to require that “the scholers shall at no time depart from or out of the school to do their necessity before they have recited at their egress three several latin words, and three other at their regress.”\(^9\) The only recreation allowed was shooting arrows; when seeking an image to contrast with the judgments of God always being exactly directed, therefore, it is not surprising that Sibbes hit upon the image of God’s judgment not being as “children shoot their arrows, at random.”\(^10\) They were taught from 6 a.m. until 5 p.m. on weekdays and until 3 p.m. on Saturdays and holidays.

John Wright had become schoolmaster in 1583, after a controversy resulted in the removal of the previous schoolmaster, who was suspected of being unsound in religion—probably of being a Roman Catholic. It is, therefore, likely that Wright had been carefully scrutinized by local godly gentry. The significance of this should not be lost: beginning with Sibbes’ time at Bury and continuing at Cambridge, religious controversy and concern formed an important part of the context of his academic labors.

---

9 “Statutes” number 66, 16.
Throughout these years, Richard’s family prospered through wheelworking, farming, and even landholding (renting houses and property in Thurston and Pakenham). Even though Paul Sibbes was a yeoman of considerable means, Richard’s education was felt by his father to be financially burdensome. It was required in the statutes of the Free School in Bury that parents must pay the usher four pence “for enrolling your child’s name” and provide their children with “sufficient paper, knife, pennes, bookes, candle for wynter and all other things at any tyme requisite and necessarie for the maynetence of his childe” including the bows and arrows for recreation.\textsuperscript{11} Paul Sibbes’ reluctance to provide for his son’s education is evidenced by a remark in his will that he had been at “great charges” in Richard’s education.\textsuperscript{12}

**Religious Context**

During the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary I, the governance of the church was subject to violent swings between independence from and communion with Rome. Under Elizabeth I, Parliament took steps to settle the issue of

\textsuperscript{11} “March 12, 1583[4] Statutes of King Edward VI Free Grammar School at Bury St. Edmunds” (Suffolk County Records Office, E5/9/201.7), 25.

\textsuperscript{12} Paul Sibbes’ Will, W1/67/176, Suffolk County Records Office, Bury St. Edmunds. Appendix II is a transcription of this will. Grosart, due to a misreading of Catlin’s memoir, has suggested that Paul Sibbes died sometime before 1608. It is clear now from his will (drawn up in January 1610, and proved on February 15, 1610) that Paul Sibbes died in 1610 [1611].
the church’s governance, resulting in what is called the Elizabethan religious settlement.

The settlement consisted two Acts of Parliament: the Act of Supremacy of 1558 reestablished the independence of the Church of England from Rome and recognized the British sovereign as head of the church, and the Act of Uniformity of 1559 mandated the use of the Book of Common Prayer in worship. Those who submitted to the acts, especially the Act of Uniformity, are called Conformists. Those who dissented, largely over aspects of the Book of Common Prayer that to some smacked of Roman Catholicism, are called Nonconformists. Many of the figures known as Puritans (so called because they wanted to purify the English church), were Nonconformists. Some remained within to church to try to encourage further reform; others, known as Separatists, later left or were ejected.

The settlement touched nearly every part of Elizabethan life. It even affected Sibbes’ education. His schooling had continued because of the patronage of local men who had taken note of him. In East Anglia at the time, particularly in Suffolk, it was not uncommon for preachers to exhibit some degree of Nonconformity. One such preacher was Leonard Graves, the vicar in Thurston from 1589 to 1609, who was chastised for irregular use of the surplice, a priestly garment.13

13 Wrightson, 58ff.
14 Revolt against the use of surplice was “especially notable in the archdeaconry of Suffolk,” (J.E. Williams, ed., Diocese of Norwich: Bishop Redman’s Visitation, 1597: Presentments in the Archdeaconries of Norwich, Norfolk and Suffolk [Norwich, England: 1946], 19).
The Elizabethan settlement was controversial, but it ushered in a time of relative religious peace in England. Nevertheless, sectarian unrest frequently bubbled under the surface and occasionally boiled over. In 1593, as the settlement entered its fourth decade, Acts of Parliament had been passed against both the Puritans and the Roman Catholics. The year 1595 saw one of the relatively few executions for heresy in Elizabeth’s reign: on April 7, the Jesuit Henry Walpole was hanged as a heretic.

Religious Turmoil at Cambridge

The 1590s were a time of continued religious strife in England, and the Cambridge of Sibbes’ undergraduate days was not exempt from this. Cambridge was divided when it came to theological sympathies, from its leaders to its instructors, as views from staunchest Calvinism to thoroughgoing Arminianism were represented. The university Sibbes entered was a place where scholars could hear widely different understandings of the Protestant gospel. A dispute regarding predestination even led the archbishop of Canterbury, John Whitgift, to intervene in 1595. Whitgift drafted a set of theses called the Lambeth Articles, which summarized the Calvinist understanding of predestination.

In 1595, Richard Sibbes matriculated at St. John’s College, Cambridge under the mastership of William Whitaker, a Calvinist who had conferred with Whitgift in the writing
of the Lambeth Articles. St. John’s had a history of ardent Protestantism, including a surreptitious meeting in the college that some had deemed a presbytery. Peter Lake wrote that “by the early 1590s St John’s was divided into mutually exclusive and antagonistic groups”\(^{15}\) thanks, in no small part, to Whitaker.

Soon after Sibbes’ arrival, St. John’s College was bereft of its master: returning to Cambridge from Lambeth on December 4, 1595, “illness supervened” and Whitaker died,\(^ {16}\) to be buried six days later. Within a few days, twelve of the fellows wrote to Sir William Cecil, Lord Burleigh—Elizabeth’s trusted and powerful secretary—complaining of the desperate state of the college.

The election of a successor to Whitaker was a difficult one involving several candidates. In the end, Richard Clayton, master of Magdalene College and a former fellow of St. John’s, was the only candidate acceptable to all sides; thus, within a month of Whitaker’s death, Clayton was elected as master of St. John’s College. Whitaker’s successor was less sympathetic to the more radical reforming party than Whitaker was. Sibbes had entered a setting in which sermons, lectures, and conversations in the hallways must have revolved around issues of religious Conformity, with implications that went beyond simply the attire of the vicar of Thurston.


\(^{16}\) Mullinger, 74.
Within the university, too, controversy continued. Peter Baro, the Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, preached a University Sermon (at which it might reasonably be assumed Sibbes was present) in January 1596 in which he directly contradicted the Lambeth Articles. That week, he was called before some heads of houses, and the next before the consistory court. Roger Goad, provost of King’s College and vice-chancellor, debated with Baro but was unsure of what to do with him. He wrote to Lord Burleigh for advice, and in his response Burleigh objected to the treatment Baro had received and even agreed with him on the disputed points. This startled the heads; after several weeks of deliberation, they replied to Burleigh, objecting to the “popery” in Baro’s lectures and teaching. As the dispute widened, Baro became less certain of his position and, by autumn of Sibbes’ second year, resigned his chair and fled from Cambridge. Thomas Playfere, a fellow of St. John’s, was elected to succeed him.

Controversy over Calvinism continued throughout Sibbes’ time at Cambridge. In 1597, William Barrett, chaplain of Gonville and Caius College and an opponent of Calvinism, fled from Cambridge to the Continent, joining the Roman Catholic Church and fulfilling fears about the consequences of his doctrinal deviations. In 1599, John Overall, master of Katharine Hall, Regius Professor of Divinity, and a critic of the Lambeth Articles, had his teaching attacked by Robert Some, master of Peterhouse.
By the Elizabethan period, Cambridge was recognized as being among the first rank of European universities, thrust from obscurity by the convulsions of the Reformation. Academically, Sibbes’ undergraduate education would have consisted largely of the Latin and Greek classics, rhetoric, and logic. His last two years would have been rounded out by reading Aristotle, attending disputations, and giving special attention to moral, natural, and metaphysical philosophy. Studying would have taken place mainly in his own chamber, his tutor’s room, and in shared meetings with other students. There would have been lectures to attend, with Saturday afternoons spent in catechesis in the college chapel.

As an undergraduate, Sibbes was financially supported by his father with slightly more than eight pounds per year; this was supplemented with additional aid from Knewstub and Graves, and a subsizarship from the college. As a sizar, Sibbes again experienced the benefits of patronage: sizars were “men who only indirectly benefited by college endowments to the

---


18 Twigg, 94.


extent of, perhaps, receiving rooms and tuition free, but were attached to a Fellow or Fellow Commoner of the College who in return for some kind of service provided them with funds for maintenance, the service and help being undefined.”

In a sermon, Sibbes noted that some words in Romans 11 “should stir us up earnestly to take our part in that Christ hath provided, because we know not how soon the table will be taken away. When men see the dishes in removing, though before they have discoursed away much time of their supper, yet then they will fall fresh to it.” This scene of men rushing to finish their supper was one that would have naturally been in Sibbes’ mind as one who had eaten in common halls almost all his adult life. During his time at Cambridge, one duty he certainly would have performed would have been waiting at tables; others were probably menial chores assigned at his fellow’s discretion. This is not to suggest that sizarships were demeaning positions; often they were the primary means of financial support for students who could not otherwise afford an education. Whatever the nature of Sibbes’ sizarship, it was sufficient to see him through his first degree.

By the time Sibbes graduated from St. John’s College in 1599, England was changing. The same year saw Burleigh, a friend of moderate reform in the nation, church, and university, die. With Burleigh’s death, and the deaths of Elizabeth
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and Whitgift in the following years, those who had held together the Elizabethan settlement more than any others for the previous four decades passed from the scene.

But this was after Sibbes' initial period in Cambridge. During his first years as a student, the Lambeth Articles, though they were later largely disregarded, created the climate of a clear soteriological Calvinism that the Church of England and the universities espoused and taught. No doubt Sibbes' future Conformity was influenced by the patronage he had enjoyed and the controversies he had observed while a student at St. John's.